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Patterned nanostructure in AgCoÕPtÕMgO„001… thin films
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The formation of a patterned nanostructure in an AgCo/Pt/MgO~001! thin film is simulated by a technique
of combining molecular dynamics and phase-field theory. The dislocation~strain! network existing in Pt/MgO
is used as a template whose pattern is transferred to the AgCo phase in spinodal decomposition, resulting in
regular arrays of Co islands that are attracted by the dislocations. The influence of various factors, such as the
component concentration and film thickness, is studied. It is found that the spinodal decomposition of AgCo in
this system is mainly characterized by a competition between a surface-directed layer structure and the strain-
induced patterned structure, where the patterned Ag-Co structure only dominates in a small range near the
interface~less than ten atomic layers!. However, if the interlayer diffusion can be minimized by controlling
film growth conditions, it is shown that the patterned structure can be formed throughout the entire film.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.68.035429 PACS number~s!: 68.55.2a, 64.75.1g, 81.16.Rf, 81.30.Hd
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I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of the high-density inform
tion storage device, the control of grain size and grain s
distribution in magnetic thin films will be required for th
next generation of information storage technology, where
drive for decreased media noise and increased storage
sity is pushing the grain size below the 10-nm regime.1,2 The
present technology involves the deposition of Co rich m
netic phases onto seed layers whose grain size determine
grain size of the magnetic layer through grain to grain e
taxy. For example, in IBM’s 10 Gbit/in.2 demonstration, a
magnetic film with an average grain size of 12 nm is o
tained, where a Co phase is deposited onto NiAl seed lay2

Other methods to control grain size and grain size distri
tion were also explored in the labs. It was shown recen
that monodispersed magnetic nanoparticles can be create
chemical means and deposited onto a substrate to for
highly regular array of particles.3

There are several possibilities for introducing controlla
lengthscales into the film formation process, one of which
the self-organized growth on a substrate with a prefer
nanopattern. For example, flat nanosized Co dots form
Au~111! substrate with surface reconstruction,4 and ordered
arrays of vertical magnetic Co pillars can be further obtain
by alternative deposition of Co and Au layers.5 When a Co
film is deposited on the Pt~111!, fcc and hcp phases are a
ranged in regular patterns to reduce the strain energy.6 Re-
cently, Kernet al. showed that the strain-relief dislocatio
network in a substrate can be transferred through heter
neous nucleation to a regular superlattice of almost mono
persed islands with great feasibility.7

In a previous paper,8 the interaction between the spinod
decomposition of thin film and the dislocation network
substrate was briefly discussed, with an AgCo/Pt/MgO t
0163-1829/2003/68~3!/035429~7!/$20.00 68 0354
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film as an example. It was revealed that Co phases are
tracted by dislocations in the Pt/MgO interface, producing
interesting nanostructure. Such a mechanism may pro
the possibility to control the length scale for a magnetic
cording media layer. For example, after the patterned na
structure of AgCo phases is established in spinodal dec
position as a seed layer, a Co-rich conventional medial a
can grow on it. In this paper, detailed simulations are c
ducted in an AgCo/Pt/MgO~001! thin film to investigate the
formation of a nanostructure under various conditions.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

A. System model

The system considered here is the AgCo/Pt/MgO~001!
thin film ~see Fig. 1!. MgO is the preferred substrate materi
in many of the new information storage and processing
vices made from thin metal films.9 MgO has a fcc lattice
structure with lattice parameteraMgO54.21 Å, which is
slightly larger than that of Pt (aPt53.924 Å). When a Pt film

FIG. 1. Schematic graphics of the AgCo/Pt/MgO~001! thin film.
The symbols cross (1), triangle (n), and stars (*) represent at
oms Mg, O, and Pt, respectively, while the filled circle (d) for
AgCo atoms. Pt atoms trend to sit atop the surface O atoms du
their favorable interaction energy. The arrows indicate the locati
where dislocation will be generated. Axes are plotted in units of
©2003 The American Physical Society29-1
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is deposited on a MgO substrate, due to the interactions
tween the film and substrate the Pt phase will be subjec
elastic mismatch strain. The mismatch strain energy is pa
released by the formation of an interfacial dislocati
network.10 The dislocation network of Pt/MgO~001! with a
cube-on-cube orientation relationship appears as a squar
with a dislocation spacing of 4.05 nm. Such a dislocat
network results in periodic variations of the strain in Pt th
film ~see Fig. 2!. It has been pointed out by theoretic
analysis11 and simulation8 that such periodic strain provide
a nanopattern for the spinodal of a second film on it. In t
paper, we consider an AgCo thin film on the strained
MgO~001! ~Fig. 1!, and simulate the spinodal decompositi
of the AgCo phase. As in most simulations on spinodal
composition, the atoms of the initial AgCo phase are r
domly arranged in a regular~fcc! crystal lattice. The mode
assumes that AgCo is deposited on Pt/MgO in a disorde
state, and we calculate the formation of nanostructure b
subsequent annealing process.

B. Simulation method

There are a number of approaches proposed to mode
elastic effect on precipitate morphology in cohere
systems,12 where the linear elasticity theory is employed
calculate the elastic energy. In this paper, we adopt an a
native method8,13 of combining atomistic calculations an
microscopic mean-field theory, which is applicable for no
coherent cases, to simulate the effect of dislocation, st
response, and spinodal decomposition in an AgCo
MgO~001! thin film. In this study, the morphology of th
system is described by the position and occupation proba
ity ~atomic concentration! of all atoms,$r i ,ni%. $r i% are used
to simulate local atomic motion such as strain response
dislocation, while$ni% are used to simulate atomic diffusio
of phase transformation. The atomic concentrations of M
and Pt phases are fixed in simulation, while the AgCo ph
undergoes a process of spinodal decomposition. After
pressing the empirical potential and free energy as funct
of $r i ,ni% under a mean-field approximation, i.e.,V($r i ,ni%)
andF($r i ,ni%), the evolution of atomic positions is given i
molecular dynamics~MD! as14

FIG. 2. The strain effect of the as-grown Pt/MgO~001! thin film
that is represented by nonuniform atomic displacements on the
face. A system with 3 ML of Pt is simulated, and the displaceme
of surface atoms are plotted.
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d2r i

dt2
52¹iV~$r i ,ni%!, ~1!

while the diffusion process is described in microscop
mean-field theory as15,16

dni

dt
5(

j
L i j

]F~$r i ,ni%!

]nj
, ~2!

whereLi j is the kinetic coefficient proportional to the invers
average time of elementary diffusional jumps from sitei to j.
The time scale of diffusion is mainly determined by the ma
nitude ofLi j . In our calculation,Li j is assigned as a consta
L when ur i2r j u,Rdiff , and 0 otherwise. Since diffusion i
much slower than the elastic response, the system is s
elastic equilibrium during the diffusion process. In a nume
cal scheme, the simulation loop is as follows:~1! run m steps
of MD by Eq. ~1! with a time stepdt to reach elastic equi-
librium; ~2! run one step of diffusion by Eq.~2! with a time
stepdt; and~3! go to ~1!. It is a multiscale scheme overcom
ing the weakness of small time scale in MD, sincemdt
!dt. Although the present work employed a microscop
diffusion equation for a binary system and assumed
atomic exchange mechanism for diffusion, it is rath
straightforward to formulate the microscopic diffusion usi
a vacancy mechanism by introducing the vacancy as the t
component. With the vacancy as the third component,
model can automatically model the surface morpholo
changes as a result of surface energy anisotropy and the
ance of surface energies and the interphase boundary en
between the two phases in the film.17 However, as a first
attempt, we assumed a simple exchange mechanism. Th
cancy mechanism will be considered in a future publicati

C. Empirical potential

The empirical potential between Ag, Co, and Pt ato
adopted in the current simulation is the tight-binding seco
moment-approximation~TB-SMA! scheme,18 where the po-
tential is comprised of a binding part and a repulsive par

V5(
i

~ER
i 1EB

i !. ~3!

For the AgCo phase, to include the influence of atomic c
centration, the following formula is used under mean-fie
approximation for the potential (A andB denote two atomic
species, Ag and Co, respectively, andni , and nj are the
concentrations of A atoms!:

TABLE I. TB-SMA parameters for Ag-Co-Pt.

A ~eV! j ~eV! p q r0 ~Å!

Ag-Co 0.0752 1.1944 11.261 2.7127 2.69
Ag-Pt 0.1988 1.9399 10.770 3.5711 2.83
Co-Pt 0.1449 1.9959 11.108 3.145 2.66

ur-
ts
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ninjAAAexp@2pAA~r i j /r 0
AA21!#

1@ni~12nj !1~12ni !nj #AABexp@2pAB~r i j /r AB21!# , ~4!
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R (
j H 0

1~12ni !~12nj !ABBexp@2pBB~r i j /r 0
BB21!#

J
EB

i 52H (
j F ninjjAAexp@2qAA~r i j /r 0

AA21!#

1@ni~12nj !1~12ni !nj #jABexp@2qAB~r i j /r 0
AB21!#

1~12ni !~12nj !jBBexp@2qBB~r i j /r 0
BB21!#

G 2J 1/2

, ~5!
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wherer i j represents the distance between atomsi and j and
r 0

ab is the first-neighbor distance in theab lattice. A, p, j,
andq are some free parameters of the SMA scheme that
fitted to desired properties of the system. The parameters
the pure species are available in the literature.18 For the cross
parameters of Ag-Co interaction, we fitA, j to the heat of
formation ~126 kJ/g atom! ~Ref. 19! and the lattice param
eter~3.81 Å that is assumed to be the average value betw
pure Ag and Co! of the Ag0.5Co0.5 disordered phase, whilep
andq are simply assigned to the average values of pure
cies. The result obtained is shown in Table I. Based on
potential scheme Eqs.~3!–~5! and the fitted parameters, th
formation heat and the lattice constant at any atomic conc
tration can be calculated, which are depicted as Fig. 3.
curve of the formation heat can be described by the parab
law very well. Approximately, the lattice constant of the d
ordered alloy varies linearly with the atomic concentratio
which is known as Vegard’s law.20 The elastic constants ar
also calculated~see Fig. 4!. It appears that the elastic con
stants monotonically change with the concentration. Ho
ever, it should be noted that the curves do not satisfy
linear law that is assumed by many spinodal decomposi
simulations.

The cross parameters of Ag-Pt and Co-Pt are also liste
Table I, which are fitted in a similar process. The heat
formation is assumed to be zero for the lack of experime

FIG. 3. Heat of formation and lattice constant of the disorde
AgCo phase as functions of Ag concentration. The curves are
culated by using the mean-field TB-SMA potential@Eqs. ~3!–~5!#
with parameters in Table I.
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data. The heat of formation will affect the behaviors
atomic diffusion. However, the atomic concentrations of
phase are fixed in our model, and no diffusion is conside
between the Pt and Ag phases or Pt and Co phases. S
exact value of the heat of formation is not important for t
process investigated in this paper.

The importance of the Pt/MgO substrate in the curr
simulation lies in its dislocation network and the correspon
ing strain effect. We keep the MgO atoms fixed in simulati
and describe the interactions between Pt and MgO as
Lenard-Jones potential:

VLJ54«F S s

r D 12

2S s

r D 6G . ~6!

The parameters are adopted as«Mg-Pt50.336 eV, sMg-Pt
52.3 Å, «O-Pt51.34 eV, andsO-Pt51.783 Å, with a dis-
tance cutoff 3.4 Å. With these parameters, isolated Pt ato
can be adsorbed by MgO substrate by sitting 1.99 Å atop
surface O atoms of MgO~001! with an adsorption energy o
2.35 eV as indicated by density-functional calculations.21 A
MD simulation shows that such a potential can produce d
location network as required and the corresponding perio
strain ~see Fig. 2!.

d
l-

FIG. 4. Elastic constants of disordered AgCo phase as funct
of Ag concentration under the mean-field TB-SMA potential.
9-3
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Basic feature

A three-dimensional ~3D! system of an AgCo/Pt
MgO~001! thin film with 1 ML of Pt and 10 ML of AgCo
phase is simulated. Every monolayer~in the xy plane! con-
tains 30330 AgCo atoms, and periodic boundary conditio
are applied inx andy axes. A free boundary condition is use
in thez axis. The average Ag concentration iscAg50.5. The
diffusion cutoff in one diffusion step isRdiff53.53 Å, i.e.,
Li j 5L for the nearest neighbors andLi j 50 in other cases. A
reduced time is defined ast* 5t/L to measure the simulatio
process. The time step of the MD is kept asdt50.15
310215 s, and the temperature is 600 K. The time step
the diffusion simulation is dynamically adjusted to ensure
convergence of the result.

The simulation result corresponding tot* 570 is depicted
in Fig. 5. 240000 MD steps are conducted in the simulati
We can see that the surface of thin film is covered by
phase. The reason is that the surface energy of Ag (1.3 J2)
is half that of Co (2.71 J/m2).22 A similar case occurs in the
CuCo system, where the Cu phase will diffuse onto the s
face to form a metastable alloy in epitaxial growth.23 Due to
the influence of the surface, AgCo is decomposed into a la
structure near the surface. In fact, it is a kind of surfa
directed spinodal decomposition.24 An interesting phenom-
enon is observed near the AgCo/Pt interface: Co atoms
attracted to the strained regions near the dislocations bec
their atomic radii are smaller than that of Ag. As a result,
AgCo decomposed phase produces an interesting 2D n

FIG. 5. Atomic configuration of the system with 1 ML of Pt an
10 ML of AgCo (cAg50.5) att* 570. 240000 molecular dynamic
steps are used. The symbols1, n and * represent Mg, O, and P
atoms, respectively. The occupation probabilityni of AgCo atoms is
visualized by the filling darkness of the circle atr i , with white
representing low value~Co! and black representing high value~Ag!.
~a! Thex-z monolayer located aty50. ~b! The thirdx-y monolayer
of the AgCo phase~counting from the bottom to the surface!.
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structure pattern@Fig. 5~b!#. So the basic feature of spinoda
decomposition in an AgCo/Pt/MgO~001! system can be de
scribed as a competition between the surface-directed l
structure and the substrate-dislocation-induced nanopat
These features are consistent with previous results in the
approximation.8

B. Effect of AgCo concentration

In this section, we investigate the effect of the AgCo co
centration on the spinodal decomposition. Two Ag conc
trations,cAg50.25 and 0.75, are considered, and the res
are compared with that ofcAg50.5 in Sec. III A.

A result of cAg50.25 is given in Fig. 6. The layer struc
ture near the surface is similar to the case ofcAg50.5. The
difference occurs in the nanostructure near the interface:
to the reduction of the Ag concentration, Ag-rich regio
near the interface shrink in volume, and the nanopatt
changes from Co islands in the Ag matrix@Fig. 5~b!# into Ag
islands in the Co matrix@Fig. 6~b!#. When the system
evolves in a longer time, it is observed in the simulation th
the flat Ag islands get smaller and smaller. This means
surface Ag phase tends to absorb the Ag islands near
interface.

Now, we come to the case ofcAg50.75 ~Fig. 7!. Com-
pared with the result ofcAg50.5, there is no layer structur
of the Co phase near the surface in present case. All
atoms condense as conelike islands on the dislocations o
substrate. They are covered by an Ag-rich phase that sp
to the surface. WhencAg50.5, the Co phases near the inte
face also assume the shape of conelike islands@Fig. 5~a!#, but
the cones stand upside down, merging with the layer str
ture near the surface.

It is noted that the Ag phase is important in forming t
Co islands in the above process. If there is no Ag phase, a

FIG. 6. Snap-shot of phase morphologies of the system wit
ML of Pt and 10 ML of AgCo (cAg50.25). ~a! The x-z monolayer
located aty50. ~b! The secondx-y monolayer of the AgCo phase
9-4
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thin film will grow in a layer structure at a small thicknes
The Ag phase acts as an equivalent surfactant in assistin
to decompose into islands. The present study suggests t
may be possible to produce a nanostructure by the follow
process. First, Co islands can be formed via spinodal dec
position of AgCo on a periodic strained substrate. Sub
quently, the Ag phase can be removed by chemical etch
leaving a regular array of Co islands. Experiments will
needed to test this conjecture.

C. Effect of AgCo phase thickness

To explore the effect of the AgCo phase thickness, a s
tem with 30 ML of AgCo withcAg50.5 is simulated with the
result in Fig. 8. The basic characteristics are similar to
above results: a competition between the layer structure
the surface and the patterned structure near the interface
patterned structure induced by the dislocations of the s
strate decays within a distance of about ten monolayers w
the layer structure presides in most regions. The surface
ergy is of the same order as the atomic cohesive energy w
the strain energy is a higher order variation of the cohes
energy. So the surface effect dominates at the current
thickness.

In order to quantitatively analyze the competition betwe
two kinds of structures, we define the pattern correlat
function of two layers as

Rmn5
Vm•Vn

uVmu•uVnu
2Rmn

0 , ~7!

whereVm , Vn are vectors composed of atomic concent
tions within layersm and n. Rmn

0 is the calculation resul
when there is no correlation between two patterns:

FIG. 7. Atomic configuration of the system with 1 ML of Pt an
10 ML of AgCo (cAg50.75). ~a! The x-z monolayer located aty
50. ~b! The thirdx-y monolayer of the AgCo phase.
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(m Vmm•(n Vnn

NlayeruVmu•uVnu
, ~8!

whereVmm are components ofVm andNlayer is the number of
components.

The third AgCo layer has a representative pattern indu
by the dislocation of the substrate. We calculate the corr
tion function of all AgCo layers with respect to the third on
and plot the result in Fig. 9, together with the layer conce
tration. It is clearly demonstrated that surface-directed sp
odal decomposition~dashed line! penetrates throughout th
thin film while the pattern structure~solid line! only exists in
the range of ten monolayers near the interface. It sugg
that the film thickness should be limited to small values
one is interested in producing a nanostructure by spino
decomposition on a strained substrate. For example, w
the thickness of AgCo phase decreases to 5 ML, a reg
array of Co islands can be obtained in simulation~see
Fig. 10!.

D. Effect of Pt thickness

The strain induced by the dislocation declines in the
phase. If the thickness of the Pt phase is large, the st
acting on the AgCo phase will be too weak to induce
nanopattern.

FIG. 8. Atomic configuration of the system with 1 ML of Pt an
30 ML of AgCo (cAg50.5). ~a! The x-z monolayer located aty
50. ~b! The thirdx-y monolayer of the AgCo phase.
9-5
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Figure 11 displays the simulation results on the syst
with 3 ML of Pt and 30 ML of AgCo. It can be seen tha
there are only two Co islands within the simulation doma
in contrast to four islands in the previous cases. The o
two Co islands, located aty530 Å in the system with 1 ML
of Pt, now disappear. This means that the strain sprea
through 3 ML of Pt is losing its capability of attracting C
atoms to form islands. 3 ML is the critical thickness of
phase to produce patterned structure in the current case

It has been illuminated in the previous sections that
influence of the surface competes with that of the disloca
strain. With a decreasing AgCo thickness, the structure n
the interface is more and more affected by the surface.
conduct a simulation on the system with 3 ML of Pt and

FIG. 9. Pattern correlation function~solid line and circles! and
layer Ag concentration~dashed line and triangles! of AgCo phase in
the system with 1 ML of Pt and 30 ML of AgCo (cAg50.5). The
pattern correlation function is normalized to make sure the s
correlation is equal to 1 (Rmm51 for m53 in this case!.

FIG. 10. Atomic configuration of the system with 1 ML of P
and 5 ML of AgCo (cAg50.5). ~a! The x-z monolayer located a
y50. ~b! The thirdx-y monolayer of the AgCo phase.
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ML of AgCo. Co islands appear only in the very early stag
and the final structure is a complete layer structure with
any Co island.

Our analysis suggests there exists a critical value for
periodic strain of substrate to induce nanostructure in t
film. A previous study11 indicated that the imposed strai
provides a pre-existing preference wavelength for the sp
odal decomposition in the initial stage, regardless of h
small the strain is. The simulation results in this secti
shows that such a preference wavelength may be lost in
later stage, and that the self-organized nanostructure may
to be realized if the strain is less than a critical value.

E. Film growth: layer by layer

The above research simulates the annealing process o
disordered AgCo phase where atomic diffusion occurs in
whole thin film ~bulk diffusion!. In experiments, surface dif
fusion is much faster than bulk diffusion. In the epitaxi
growth of a thin film, the system is produced layer by lay
If one controls growth conditions carefully to prohibit inte
layer diffusion while fully permitting intralayer diffusion, the
resulting nanostructure can be markedly different~an inter-
esting example in experiment is the formation of a me
stable CuCo alloy in thin film23!. We have simulated such
growth process by confining the diffusion to within ea
layer. The result of a system with 10 ML of AgCo andcAg
50.75 is plotted in Fig. 12. No layer structure is observ
since interlayer diffusion is prohibited. The patterned nan
structure near the interface penetrates through the whole
to the surface. This would result in the phenomena of grow
on seed layer, in which case an as-grown AgCo layer in
enced by the substrate strain and shape in the nanopa
acts as a seed layer for the forthcoming growth. Since Ag
is a system with spinodal decomposition, an Ag atom is
tracted to an Ag atom, and Co to Co, so that the nanopat
of the as-grown layer is transferred as the film grows.

Another possible way to suppress the surface-direc
layer effect is to make use of the atmosphere of the fi
growth. In this paper, the film growth and spinodal deco
position are assumed to occur in a vacuum. Actually,
surface energies of the two metals will change in an atm
sphere that is not a vacuum, and the relative magnitude c

f-

FIG. 11. Atomic configuration of the system with 3 ML of P
and 30 ML of AgCo (cAg50.5). The thirdx-y monolayer of the
AgCo phase is depicted here.
9-6
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in principle be reversed depending on the adsorbate. So
atmosphere has important influences on the final morp
ogy. In particular, if the atmosphere is chosen to equalize
surface energies of the two metals, the surface-directed l

FIG. 12. Atomic configuration of the thin film grown layer b
layer where atomic diffusion is restricted within the same laye
The system has 1 ML of Pt and 10 ML of AgCo (cAg50.75). ~a!
Thex-z monolayer located aty50. ~b! The thirdx-y monolayer of
the AgCo phase.
E
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effect will disappear and a patterned nanostructure will
produced throughout the whole film. It is an interesting top
that is worthy of further investigating.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Based on the above simulation results, it is concluded
a patterned nanostructure can be obtained in an AgCo
MgO thin film. The main feature of AgCo spinodal decom
position in this system is the competition between t
surface-directed layer structure and the strain-induced
terned structure. The strain effect is weaker than the sur
effect in the current cases. The patterned Ag-Co struc
occurs only within a short range near the interface~no more
than 10 ML!, and the thickness of the Pt phase should
small enough to effectively transfer the strain of dislocati
in the Pt/MgO interface to the AgCo phase to produce
nanostructure. However, if spinodal decomposition of
AgCo phase occurs within monolayers by careful fi
growth controlling, a surface-directed layer structure will
prohibited and the patterned structure will form in a wi
range.
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